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Abstract

This paper examines the aspects of the infer-
ences between the dimensional terms in Ko-
rean, and tries to give an account of the in-
ference patterns based on the interaction of
gestalt and position properties of spatial ob-
jects. Basically following Lang (1989), I ad-
vance the idea that the inference is a system-
atic process to change the contextually in-
duced positional specifications, and propose
some modifications and extensions.

1 Introduction

Korean, arguably like all other languages [(Lang,
2002, p.1)], has a set of expressions to make refer-
ence to spatial dimensions such as height, length,
width, depth, etc.: kilta (long), ccalpta (short);
nelpta (wide), copta (narow); nophta (high), nacta
(low); melta (far)’, kakkapta (near); kiphta (deep),
yathta (shallow), nelpta (wide), copta (narrow);
twukkepta (thick), yalpta (thin); khuta (big), cakta
(small); kwulkta (thick) and calta (slender).1 One
of the peculiarities noticed in Korean is that
the terms kalo (crosswise, side-to-side) and seylo
(lengthwise, front-to-back) are additionally used,
which seem to lack in other languages, e.g. En-
glish and German.

Most of the works on the spatial cognition in Ko-
rean are restricted to the spatial deixis based on
the frames of reference (cf. Levinson (2003)): Zu-
bin and Choi (1984), Yang (1985), Im (1984), Park
(1985), among others. This paper examines the as-
pects of the inferences of the dimensional terms in
Korean, which have not been delved into in the
previous works. The set of examples which clearly
show the points at issue is given in (1) and (2).

(1) a. The pole is 10m high/tall.
⇒ The pole is 10m long.

b. The pagoda is 10m high/tall.
6⇒ *The pagoda is 10m long.

(2) a. The milk pot is 30cm deep.
⇒ The milk pot is 30cm high.

b. The cave is 10m deep.
6⇒ The cave is 10m high.

1Only some of the expressions listed above, however,
have their nominal counterparts, thus in general regarded as
unmarked terms: kili (length), nepi (width), phok (width);
nophi (height); keli (distance); kiphi (depth), nelpi (width);
twukkey (thickness); khuki (size); kwulkki (thickness).

In (1a), the dimensional terms high and long can be
used for specifying the same maximal axis of pole.
In (1b), however, only the term high is compatible
with pagoda for the specification of its maximal
axis. The examples in (2) show that the inference
between depth and height is possible for specifying
spatial objects like milk pot, but not cave.

Starting from the observations sketched above,
I try to answer the question what determines the
(im)possibility of the inferences of the dimensional
terms on spatial objects, and give an principled
explanation of the inference patterns.

2 The Semantics of Dimensional
Designation

The inferences noted above are not anchored sim-
ply in the word meanings of the dimensional terms.
We assume therefore an additional level called
Conceptual Structure (cs). Cs is a level represent-
ing language-independent, inter-modally accessi-
ble elements and complexes of conceptually deter-
mined everyday and encyclopedic knowledge about
the world.

2.1 Dimension Assignment

According to Lang (1989) and Lang et al. (1991),
Dimension Assignment (da) to spatial objects
works by designating certain axis extensions of a
given object as spatial dimension by picking out
some axis extension d of the object x. Dimen-
sion Assignment is basically organized not by a
single body-schema but by two interacting catego-
rization grids called ‘Inherent Proportion Schema’
(ips) and ‘Primary Perceptual Space’ (pps), both
being independently traceable to human percep-
tual endowment.

Ips defines the gestalt properties of a spatial ob-
ject. Following Lang (1989), we assume the follow-
ing parameters for pps:

• max(imal) axis: max identifies the maximal
extent of some object x, provided there is
exactly one maximal extent available.

• subst(ance) axis: subst identifies a non-
maximal disintegrated third axis (assigned
subst1 as value) or an integrated axis forming
the diameter of circular section (assigned
subst0 as value).

• diam(eter) axis: diam identifies an object axis
perceived as inside diameter of a hollow body.



Pps defines a system of axes within which the
gestalt properties of objects can be reinterpreted
as position properties. Pps has the following pa-
rameters (Lang (1989)):

• vert(ical) axis: vert identifies an extent of
some object x as the one that is aligned with
the verticality.

• obs(erver) axis: obs identifies an extent of
some object x as the one that is aligned with
an observer’s line of sight.

• acro(ss) axis: acro identifies an extent of
some object x as the one that is orthogonal to
vert or obs.

acro is exclusively defined by the orthogonality
to the vert or to the obs. In sum, dap is a set
defined as follows:2

(3) dap = {max, subst, diam, vert, obs, acro,
flach, size}

Da makes use of a limited set of dap which go to
make up primary candidates for being lexicalized.

2.2 Object Schema

The conceptual knowledge of an object is repre-
sented at cs in terms of os. An Object Schema
(os) is an n-tuple of os-sections each of which may
contain a limited set of entries representing dap.

Os contains entries which represent the defining
properties of a class of spatial objects. An os is
a matrix with 3 or 4 rows and 1, 2, or 3 columns
depending on the nature and number of the axes of
the given spatial object. For explanatory purposes,
I give the os’s for pagoda and pole in (4):

(4) The structure of os: A sample set
a. (long) pole b. (high) pagoda

< 1, (2, 3) > < 1, (2, 3) >

max subst1 max subst1

------------ vert

max ------------

vert

In (4), the integer 1, 2 and 3 in the first row rep-
resents the dimensionality of a given object. ( )
refers to integration of two or three axes, and <
> refers to boundedness (↔ air is unbounded).
The dav’s in the second row identifies the inherent
gestalt properties of the object, and the optional
third row represents the property of canonical ori-
entation (e.g. pagoda, desk, tower, etc.). The last
row below the horizontal line represents the normal
identified positional information or the conceptual
effects by some contextual specification.

2We will not discuss the parameters flach and size in
this paper. See Lang et al. (1991, p.67) for details.

3 Dimensional Inferences

3.1 Identification and Specification

Basically following Lang (1989), I advance the idea
that the inference is a systematic process to change
the contextually induced positional specifications.
Inferences are the relationship between the identi-
fied normal situation and the contextually-induced
specified situation. For this purpose, we define
Identification and Specification as follows:

(5) Identification: P ⇒ p,
where P ∈ {max, subst, diam, vert,
obs, acro, flach}, p ∈ {max, subst0,
subst1, diam, vert, obs} and p is the
last entry in an os-section.

(6) Specification: Q⇒ p,
where Q ∈ {vert, obs, acro, flach},
q ∈ {max, nil, vert} and
p is licensed as a landing site for Q in os.

Based on the compatibility of the axial properties,
we can define some set of admissible and inadmis-
sible comibinations (see Lang et al. (1991, 59ff.)
for details).

3.2 Inferences as De-specification

Lang (1989) proposes the inference rule in (7). The
main idea here is that the possibility of the infer-
ence between the dimensional terms depends on
the possibility of changing the max

vert
to the max

max
spec-

ification in os.

(7) Inf. 1: For any os for object x with an os-
section entry p

q
, there is an os′ for x with

an os-section entry p
p
, where p 6= q 6= nil.

Applying this mechanism to the Korean examples
in (8) (cf. (1)a in English), we can neatly explain
the possibility of the inference in (8).

(8) i
this

cangtae-nun
pole-top

nophi-ka/kili-ka
h.-nom/l.-nom

10m
10m

i-ta.
be-dl

‘This pole is 10m high/long.’

cangtae (pole) is compatible with both the spec-
ifications max

vert
(lexicalized as high) and max

max
(lexi-

calized as long). The former entails that the pole
is standing, whereas the latter is unspecified as to
the pole’s position. The inference in (9)(cf. (1)b
for the English example) is impossible.

(9) ku
that

sekthap-un
pagoda-top

nophi-ka/*kili-ka
h.-nom/l.-nom

10m
10m

i-ta.
be-dl

‘That tower is 10m high/*long.’

Unlike cangtae, sekthap (pagoda) has the canonical
standing property. This means that tower is not
compatible with the specification max

max
(lexicalized

as long), but only with the specification max
vert

(lexi-
calized as high). The crucial difference is explicitly
represented in os in (4).



Lang (1989) and Lang et al. (1991, p.68) further
propose another rule underpinning the possibility
of the inference of dimensional terms as follows:

(10) Inf. 2: For any os for object x with an os-
section entry nil

q
, there is an os′ for x with

an os-section entry nil
acro

.

Given the inference rule (10), we can explain the
entailment relation that (11a) implies (11a).

(11) ku
that

thakca-un
table-top

kiphi-ka/nepi-ka
d.-nom/w.-nom

1m
1m

i-ta.
be-dl

‘That table is 1m deep/wide.’

The relevant os for thakca (table) is given in (12).

(12) < 1 2 3 > < 1 2 3 >

max nil vert ==> max nil vert

vert vert

--------------- ----------------

obs vert acro vert

In (12), the initial specification nil
obs

, which is lex-
icalized as deep, is converted to nil

acro
, which is in

turn lexicalized as wide.
The two inference rules in (7) and (10) together

are responsible for the entailment relations in (13).

(13) The board is 2m wide, 30cm deep, and 3cm
thick. ⇒ The board is 2m long, 30cm wide,
and 3cm thick.

The the relevant os for board is given (14). We find
that max

acro
is converted to max

max
(according to (20)),

and nil
obs

to nil
acro

(according to (10)). Hence, we have
here the entailment relations wide⇒ long and deep
⇒ wide.

(14) < 1 2 3 > < 1 2 3 >

max nil subst1 ==> max nil subst1

---------------- ----------------

acro obs subst1 max acro subst1

In this way, the (im)possibility of the entailment
relations with the object kewul (mirror) can be ex-
plained (cf. (15)). Each relevant os is given in (16).

(15) a. ku
that

kewul-nun
mirror-top

phok-i
width-nom

2m
2m

i-ko
be-conj

nophi-ka
height-nom

3cm
1m

i-ta.
be-dl

‘The mirror is 2m wide and 1m high.’

b. ku
that

kewul-nun
mirror-top

kili-ka
length-nom

2m
2m

i-ko
be-conj

phok-i
width-nom

1m
1m

i-ta.
be-dl

‘The mirror is 2m long and 1m wide.’

(16) < 1 2 3 > < 1 2 3 >

max nil subst1 max nil subst1

--------------- ----------------

acro vert max acro

In case of a wall, a high wall does not imply a long
wall. This is because the wall must be inherently
in a standing position, as explicitly represented in
(17).

(17) < 1 2 3 > < 1 2 3 >

max vert subst1 max vert subst1

vert vert

--------------- -----------------

max vert max ???

3.3 Some Modifications and Extensions

The maximal axe of a hollow cylindrical container,
like a barrel, cask, oildrum or bucket, can be re-
ferred to as height (cf. [Fig. 1]a and e) or depth
(cf. [Fig. 1]b-d).

[Fig. 1] Spatial situations of a hollow cylindrical

container

(18) ku
that

tulemthong-un
oildrum-top

nophi-ka/kiphi-ka/
height-nom/depth-nom/

*kili-ka
length-nom

120cm
120cm

i-ta.
be-dl

‘That oildrum is 120cm high/deep/*long.’

The rules proposed by Lang (1989) and Lang et al.
(1991, p.68) seems to fail correctly to predict the
inference patterns: *long barrel (contra Inf. 1) vs.
deep barrel (contra Inf. 2).

(19) high ⇔ deep vs. *long barrel
< 1 (2 3)> < 1 (2 3)> < 1 (2 3)>

max subst0 max subst0 max subst0

---------- ----------- ------------

vert obs max

It seems to be reasonable to assume that we rec-
ognize the hollow cylindrical containers differently
from the non-hollow solid objects. We propose a
new inference rule, Inf. 3, and slightly modify the
the inference rule 1 as follows.

(20) Inf. 1′ (revised): For any os for non-
hollow object x with an os-section entry
p
q
, there is an os′ for x with an os-section

entry p
p
, where p 6= q 6= nil.

(21) Inf. 3: For any os for surrounded hollow
spatial object x with an os-section entry
subst0

r
and p

q
, there is an os′ for x with an

os-section entry subst0
r

and p
obs

(p 6= r 6=
obs), and vice versa.

Given Inf. 1′ and Inf. 3, we can explain the
(im)possibility of the inferences in (19). The spec-
ification max

vert
may be de-specified, because Inf. 1′

may not be applied to a hollow body. Inf. 3 allows
the specification max

obs
(→ deep).

A point to be noted is that the cognition of a hol-
low cylindrical container is controlled by an econ-
omy principle: One may identify the most salient
axes of an object first. For this reason, we hardly



express the maximal axis of a pipe with a stopper
using deep [compare the spatial situation c with a
(for frying pan) and b (for bucket)].

[Fig. 2] Gestalts of a hollow cylindrical container

We can predict that speakers who accept deep pipe
( max
obs

)will also accept long pipe ( max
max

, based on Inf.
1′), but vice versa.

(22) long vs. ??deep pipe with a stopper
< 1 (2 3)> < 1 (2 3)>

max diam max diam

----------- ----------------

max obs

In the same vein, we normally express the maximal
axis of a cave [cf. Fig. 3] using the term deep, not
long. This is because, we assume, a cave has a for
canonical feature for obs. In this case, inference
between deep and long is impossible. The relevant
oss are given in (23).

[Fig. 3] Spatial situations of ‘bucket’ and ‘cave’

(23) *long cave 6⇔ deep cave
< 1 (2 3)> < 1 (2 3)>

max diam max diam

obs obs

----------- ----------------

??? obs

3.4 Lexicalization of kalo and seylo

As alluded to above, one of the peculiarities no-
ticed in Korean is that the terms kalo (crosswise,
side-to-side) and seylo (lengthwise, front-to-back)
are additionally used, which seem to lack in other
languages, e.g. English and German. Observe the
data in (24) and (26)

(24) ku
that

chayksang-un
desk-top

T1-i/ka
term1-nom

2m
2m

i-ko
be-conj

T2-ka/i
term2-nom

1m
1m

i-ta.
be-dl

‘That desk is 2m term1 e and 1m term2.’

(25) < 1 2 3 > < 1 2 3 >

max nil vert max nil vert

--------------- ----------------

acro obs vert max acro vert

(26)

T1 (2m) T2 (1m)

nepi/phok (width) kiphi (depth)

kili (length) nepi/phok (width)

kalo (side-to-side) seylo (front-to-back)

kalo (side-to-side) kiphi (depth)

nepi (width) seylo (front-to-back)

We can generalizations the use of the dimensional
terms kalo and seylo in Korean as follows: First,
kalo (side-to-side) and seylo (front-to-back) may
be used for an object with at least two dimen-
sions. Second, the use of kalo and seylo is a mat-
ter of the lexicalization of davs. Third, the davs
subst and diam may not be lexicalized as kalo or
seylo. Fourth, if one dav is lexicalized as kalo, (one
of) the remaining davs can be lexicalized as seylo.
Fifth, because of the axial compatibility, the dav
obs can be lexicalized at best as seylo, say, not as
kalo. Sixth, obs is never lexicalized as seylo.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we examines the aspects of the in-
ferences between the dimensional terms in Korean,
and tries to give an account of the inference pat-
terns based on the interaction of gestalt and posi-
tion properties of spatial objects. Basically follow-
ing Lang (1989), I advance the idea that the infer-
ence is a systematic process to change the contex-
tually induced positional specifications, and pro-
pose some modifications and extensions. Finally,
We tried to generalized the inference patterns of
the dimensional terms kalo (side-to-side) and seylo
(front-to-back) in Korean.
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